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Abstract 
We develop subgrid scale models for a class of nonsymmetric, linear evolution operators by applying the variational 
multiscale method in space-time. The results generalize those of Hughes [ 14] which were confined to the steady case. The 
subgrid scale models are shown to be a paradigm for "bubble" function finite element methods and provide atheoretical 
and practical framework for the development of so-called stabilized methods. 
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1. Introduction 
In [14], the senior author presented a study of multiscale phenomena within the context of 
variational equations (i.e., weak formulations). The approach represents a basic attack on problems 
in which scales are present hat are viewed as numerically unresolvable, and accurate computation 
of the resolvable scales necessitates precisely incorporating the effects of the unresolvable scales 
upon the problem for the resolvable scales. The formalism developed is believed to have wide 
applicability. In [-14], which was restricted to steady phenomena, we illustrated the methodology 
on the exterior problem of time-harmonic acoustics (i.e., the Helmholtz equation with radiation 
boundary condition) and a class of non-symmetric, linear partial differential operators. In the 
former case we were led to the so-called Dirichlet-to-Neumann formulation, and in the latter case 
a class of subgrid scale models. The subgrid scale models exposed, for the first time, the theoretical 
foundations of stabilized methods and indicated how they might be precisely derived, a result of 
considerable practical utility. 
In this work we continue our study of the variational multiscale method. Herein we generalize 
the development of the subgrid scale models in [14] to the time-dependent case. We consider 
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a first-order in time, second-order in space, nonsymmetric linear partial differential equation. 
Creation of the subgrid scale model for the initial/boundary-value problem requires olution of an 
element problem for the unresolved scales which is over-specified. This theoretical impediment is
overcome by way of an elliptic regularization procedure, giving rise to an element Green's function 
problem. In the limiting case of the regularization parameter, the desired causal Green's function of 
the adjoint operator is derived. This enables the subgrid scales to be determined analytically and 
represented in terms of the residual of the resolved scales. The end result is a problem for the 
resolved scales incorporating in an explicit way the effect of the unresolved scales. 
The variational setting for the developments is space-time. That is, a fully discrete method is 
developed exclusively from finite element concepts. We believe this provides the most theoretically 
coherent framework for our derivations. 
As in [14], we show that the subgrid scale model, when numerically approximated by Galerkin's 
method, provides, on the one hand, a paradigm for "bubble" function finite element methods, and, 
on the other hand, an expos6 of the theoretical foundations of stabilized methods. Both bubbles 
and stabilized methods are thus identified as approximate subgrid scale models. In the case of 
stabilized methods, we show how this identification leads to formulas enabling the calculation of z, 
the once mysterious parameter present in stabilized methods. 
To illustrate the use of the theory in calculating z, we consider the simple case of an ordinary 
differential equation in time. We arrive at the known optimal value, complementing our analogous 
calculation for the advection-diffusion perator in space, presented in [14]. 
We close with a few remarks concerning our present view that the multiscale approach is the 
correct conceptional nd practical framework for the development of stabilized methods. 
2. Finite elements in space--time 
We consider a discretization of the space-time domain in question into time slabs which are in 
turn discretized into space-time lements. A schematic illustration is presented in Fig. 1. 
Slab Q, is the space-time domain bounded by spatial hypersurfaces at times t, and t,+ 1. The 
lateral boundary of Q, is denoted by P,. A decomposition f this type is a suitable starting point for 
the variational formulation of equations of evolution. A discrete problem is solved on each slab 
sequentially, starting with the first. This gives rise to a fully discrete time-stepping algorithm. For 
appropriately formulated finite element methods, the space-time approach is amenable to a priori 
and a posteriori error estimation, adaptive strategies, and particularly simple moving domain 
procedures ( ee, e.g., [1, 18, 20-27, 29, 30]). 
3. Subgrid scale modeling 
To simplify subsequent writing, let Q denote a generic space-time slab bounded at t = 0 by 
f2o and at t = T by ~2r. Thus Q may represent any slab or the entire space-time domain. The 
following definitions are important for subsequent developments: 
nel 
Q' = U Qe (element interiors), (1) 
e=l  
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F ig .  1. F in i te  e lement  d i sc re t i za t ion  o f  space- t ime.  
nel 
P '= U pe (element boundar ies) ,  (2) 
e=l  
Q = 0 = c losure (O'), (3) 
P = 8Q - f2o - f2T, (4) 
nel is the number  of e lements in slab Q. 
We cons ider  an overlapping sum decompos i t ion  
u = a + u' ,  (5) 
where ti represents the resolvable scales and u' represents the unresolvable, or subgrid, scales (see 
Figs. 2 and 3). 
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Fig. 2. Resolvable scales. 
Fig. 3. Unresolvable, or subgrid, scales. 
1. Initial / boundary-value problem 
We consider the following initial/boundary-value problem: Given f :Q  ~ ~,9 :P  ~ ~ and 
u(0-):Qo ~ ~, find u:Q ~ ~, such that 
~u=f  i nQ,  (6) 
u = 9 on P, (7) 
u(0 +) = u(0 - )  on f2o, (8) 
where, for definiteness, we take L~ to be the time-dependent, advection-diffusion perator, i.e., 
5~ = ~ + a" V -  xA, (9) 
in which K > 0 is a given constant and a is a given solenoidal vector field, viz., 
V'a = O. (10) 
Remark. The results to follow are applicable to a wider class of problems than the one considered 
here. However, focusing on this one simplifies the presentation. 
3.2. Variational multiscale formulation 
Let 
a(w,u) -- - -~+a'Vw,  u +(Vw,~cVu). (11) 
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Then 
a(w, u) = (w, ~u)  = (~*w,  u) 
for all sufficiently smooth w, u such that 
w=u=0 onP '  
where 
O 
5~* . . . .  a. V -xA .  
Ot 
Let 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
u = a + u', (15) 
w = ~ + w', (16) 
where we assume 
u '=w'  =0 onP'.  (17) 
The variational equation corresponding to the initial/boundary-value problem is 
(w(T-), u(T-))~T + a(w, u) = (w,f) + (w(0+), u(O-))ao. (18) 
In (18), (''')QT and (',')ao denote L 2 inner products on f2T and f2o, respective!y. The 
Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to (18) are (6) and (8). The Dirichlet boundary condition, 
(7), is assumed satisfied ab initio by the trial solution ~i. Likewise, ~ is assumed to satisfy 
a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. Substituting (15) and (16) into (18) leads to 
(O(T-), u(T-))aT + a(& + w', a + u') = (~ + w',f) + (v~(0+), zi(0-))ao. (19) 
Note that the integrals over Y2T and f2o are unaffected by u' and w' because of assumption (17). 
Assuming ~ and w' are linearly independent gives rise to two subproblems: 
(1) (~(T-) ,  tT(T-))aT + a(~, ti) + a(~, u') = (~,f)  + (~(0+), a(0-))ao, (20) 
(~(T-) ,  O(T-))oT + a(~, •) + (&a*~, u') = (@,f) + (~(0+), tT(0-))ao, (21) 
(2) a(w', ~) + a(w', u') = (w',f), (22) 
(w', ~,q~O) + (w', ~-Ceu') = (w',f). (23) 
In deriving (21) and (23) we used (12). 
Eq. (23) is equivalent to the following system of elementwise problems for u': 
£eu '=- (S¢f i - f )  in Qe t 
u' = 0 on pe e = 1, 2 , . . . ,  net. (24) 
. )  
Unfortunately, these problems are ill-posed in the sense that they are overspecified. The space-time 
Dirichlet condition u' -- 0 on pe cannot be satisfied ue to the causal evolutionary structure of Ae. 
To circumvent this difficulty we consider an elliptic regularization of (24): 
£,e~u'~ = - - (~u- f )  in Qe ] 
u'~=O on per  e=l ,  2, . . . ,nel,  (25) 
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where 
O 82 
~a = ~ + a" V -KA -- e 8-~. (26) 
These problems are well-posed for all e > 0. 
The solution of (25) can be obtained with the aid of the correspondin9 Green's function problems 
5~'g~=6 i n  Qe} 
g~ = 0 on pe e = 1, 2,..., ne~. (27) 
Thus 
t "  
u', (ro) = -- JQ, g~ (r, ro) (~9°ti --  f )  (r) dot,  
= - f ) ,  
where 
r={x,t}~Q, r0 ={xo , t0}6Q.  
Remarks. 1. Set7 - f  is the residual of the resolved scales. 
2. The subgrid scales are driven by the residual of the resolved scales. 
The desired variational equation is obtained by taking the limit e ~ 0. Let 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(~(T-) ,  tT(T-))o T + a(~, ti) + (~9°*ff, M(Seti - f ) )  = (~,f)  + (if(0+), t/(0-))oo , (33) 
where 
(~L#*O, M (£#a --f) ) = -- fo' fQ' (Ae*O)(ro)g(r, ro)(ZPti --f)(r) dQ, dQ, o (34) 
and 
:o ;o , e= 1 e" (35) 
Note that 9 is the causal Green's function (see, e.g., [28]) for the adjoint operator ~,e*. (We have not 
seen this approach used before to calculate causal Green's functions for evolutionary operators. It 
seems powerful in that results for elliptic operators can be exploited in the time-dependent case.) 
Substituting u'~ into (21) for u' and taking the limit e --* 0 yields 
9 = lim g~, (31) 
e'-*O 
M = lim Ms. (32) 
~"* 0 
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Remarks. 1. Note that this integration is over element interiors Q'. 
2. The effect of the unresolved scales on the resolved scales is exactly accounted for, up to the 
assumption u' = 0 on P'. 
3. The nonlocal effect of the unresolved scales on the resolved scales is confined within individual 
elements. 
The variational equation (33) can be written succinctly as 
B(~, ~7; 9) = L(~; 9), (36) 
where 
B(~, ~i; 9) = (~(T-) ,  a(T-))~ T + a(~, a) + (~q~*~, M(o~q~12)), (37) 
L(v~; 9) = (v~(0+), ti(0-))~o + (~,f)  + (~*~,  My). (38) 
Up to this point we have not considered numerical methods. A numerical version of (36) can be 
developed by employing finite element approximations of the trial solutions and weighting 
functions, t7 h ,,~ a and ~h ~ ~, respectively, and approximating the element Green's function, ~ ,,~ 9, 
viz., 
B(w h, ah; g) = L(wh; g). (39) 
This amounts to applying Galerkin's method to the subgrid scale model obtained from the 
variational multiscale procedure. 
4. Bubble in space-time 
We now consider typical finite element shape function expansions plus "bubbles" (see, e.g., 
I-2, 4-8]). Bubbles are finite element functions which vanish on element boundaries. The setup is as 
follows: 
nnodes 
a h= ~ NAaA (likewise ~h), (40) 
A=I  
NA = standard finite element shape functions, (41) 
ria = nodal values, (42) 
nbubbles 
u'= ~ N'au'a (likewise w'), (43) 
A=I  
N~ = bubble functions, (44) 
u~ = generalized coordinates. (45) 
The situation for linear finite element shape functions plus typical bubbles is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Substituting these functions into (21) and (23), and eliminating u) by static condensation yields 
B(v~ h, tih;~) = L(~h; ~), (46) 
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standard 
shape 
functions 
bubbles 
etc. 
bubbles 
Fig. 4. Linear finite element shape functions in one dimension plus typical "bubbles". 
where 
and 
B( ~h, oh; g) = (vvh(T-), 0h(T-))~ + a (~h, oh) + (~,~h, ~(C,¢0h)) ' 
L(~h; g) = (wh(O+), Oh(O-)))o0 + (~h,f) + (oLZ*~h, A4f) 
(47) 
(48) 
(~,#h, ~ (~qooh)) = _ fQ, ;Q, (~o,~h)(ro)3(r ' ro)(~oh)(r)dQ, dQ,o" (49) 
nbubbles 
3(r, ro) = ~ N'A(r)[a(N'~, N'A)]-IN'B(ro). (50) 
A,B=I 
This is an approximate subgrid scale model. Bubbles, according to (50), generate an approximate 
element Green's function, 3 ~ g- In practice, the quality of the approximation is often poor because 
standard polynomial bubbles do not adequately represent the fine scale structures which character- 
ize u'. 
5. Stabilized methods 
Stabilized methods are generalized Galerkin methods of the form 
(~h (T-), Oh(T-))oT + a(v~ h, O h) + ( k ~h, ~ (~q,~oh _ f ) )  = (~h(o+), ffh(o-))Oo + (V~h,f), 
residual 
(51) 
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where, typically, L is a differential operator and r is an algebraic operator. Examples of 0_ are 
D_ = 5 ° (Galerkin/least-squares (GLS)), 
~- = 50adv  = a" I7 (SUPG), 
Q_ = - 50* (bubbles). 
By comparing (51) with (39), we see that a stabilized method of bubble type is an approximate 
subgrid scale model in which the algebraic operator z approximates the exact integral operator M, 
i.e., 
r=-M~ - -M.  (52) 
Equivalently, 
"r' 6(ro - r )  = O(r, ro) ~ g(r, ro), (53) 
where 6 is the Dirac delta distribution. This assertion is established by the following calculation: 
fO" fQ" (-- 50*ff~h)(r°)O(r' ro)(50u h - f ) ( r )dQ,  dQr o 
= fQ, fQ,(--50*ff~h)(ro)Z'~(r 0 -- r)(50u h -f)(r)dQrdQ~o 
= f ( - 50* ~h)(r) Z" (~h _ f )  (r) dQ,. (54) 
Je 
5.1. Formulas for z 
Formulas for z may be derived from (53). For example, assume it is sufficient to approximate r as 
a constant over each element. Then 
fQefO z'~(ro-r)dQ, dQ~o=fQefQeO(r, ro)dQ~dQ~o 
Z-meas(Qe)  e eO(r'r°)dQrdQr°" (56) 
Remarks. 1. Thus, the element mean value of the Green's function provides a definition of r. This 
formula is adequate for low-order methods (h-adaptivity). 
2. For high-order methods (p-adaptivity), accounting for variation of -c over an element may be 
required. In this case, we may assume z = z(r, ro) is a polynomial of sufficiently high degree. This 
presumes we generalize the classical stabilized method, (51), to one which has the double-integral, 
nonlocal structure of the subgrid scale model, namely (33). In this way we can duplicate the effect of 
the exact element Green's function. 
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5.2. Example." first-order ordinary differential equation in time 
To demonstrate the use of formula (56), we consider the simple example of a first-order 
differential equation in time. (In our previous tudy [14] we determined the exact value of ~ for the 
steady advection-diffusion perator in space.) Let 
d 
5~ = dr'  (57) 
d 2 
~q~ = ~e --e dr-- 5 . (58) 
The initial-value problem is: Given f :Q ~ ~, u (0 - )e  ~, find u:Q ~ ~ such that 
5¢u =f  in Q = [0, T ] ,  (59) 
u(0 +) = u(0-). (60) 
The element Green's function problems for the regularized equation are 
5¢ 'g~=6 in Q~ t 
9~=0 on OQ~j e=l ,  2 .... ,nel, (61) 
where 
d d 2 "~* 
 et= 
d d 2 
- dt ed-/~ (62) 
The element Green's function is sketched in Fig. 5 as a function of ~ = A t/(2e), where 
At = meas(Q e) = element "length". Note that the limit ~ ~ oo (equivalently, e ~ 0) gives rise to the 
causal Green's function for ~* .  
Let 
l fofo z~ - meas  (Qe) ~ o 9(t, to) dQ, dQto 
At 
= -~- (coth ~ - l/a). (63) 
Then 
At 
= lim z, =-~-.  (64) 
~ ---~ O0 
Remark. This expression for z is known to be the correct one for the case at hand from the 
mathematical theory of stabilized methods. It is clear that this value of z is as good as using the 
exact Green's function representation as long as the trial functions are piecewise constant or linear, 
and f is piecewise constant on element subdomains. 
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oz>l  
c~<l  
to 
A÷ 
~0 
Fig. 5. Green's function for ~'*.  The limit e ~ m is the causal Green's function for 5¢*. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have generalized the development of a class of subgrid scale models from the steady to the 
time-dependent case. The steady case was described in our initiatory work on multiscale phe- 
nomena [14]. We have shown that bubble functions give rise to approximate lement Green's 
functions in the subgrid scale models, albeit typically not good approximations. Likewise, stabil- 
ized methods have been identified as approximate subgrid scale models. Formulas for ~ emerge 
from this identification and this opens the way to improved representations of • in stabilized 
methods for equations of evolution. Stabilized methods have been shown to be "good" numerical 
methods for problems in which the classical Galerkin finite element method fails (see, e.g., [3, 9-13, 
15-19] in which error estimates, tability results, and verification problems are presented). The 
results derived herein reinforce those of [14] in creating a new view of stabilized methods (see 
Fig. 6). 
Starting with a partial differential equation plus boundary and initial conditions (i.e., 
PDE + +), if we apply the variational multiscale method, then Galerkin's method, we arrive at 
a numerical method that has the form of a stabilized method. In fact, this pathway establishes the 
theoretical foundations of stabilized methods. In addition, it provides detailed expressions that 
enable one to derive more accurate stabilized methods. 
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Variational 
multiscale method Subgrid 
PDE++ ~ scale model 
S ~  l Galerkin's 
method 
method 
Numerical 
method 
Fig. 6. Commutative diagram illustrating equivalence of stabilized methods and numerical methods derived from the 
multiscale concept. 
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